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This newsletter is distributed world-wide, and it is published monthly  
with the combined efforts of the membership of IARC. 

 

 

Upcoming Scheduled Meetings.. 

October 6th – IARC Meeting - Madison Township Hall  7:30pm 
  
Guest Speaker will be Rick Swain, KK8O. He said that he wanted it to be 
"contest" night. It will be a lot of fun so don't miss out.. 
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Ohio ARRL *Approved Hamfests for 2006.. 
Reprinted with permission from the ARRL 

 
 

Dates Event and Contact Location 
29 Oct 2006 Hamfest and Auction 

Massillon ARC 
http://www.marcradio.org 

Talk-In: 147.180+ (PL 110.9) 
 

Contact: 
 

Terry Russ, N8ATZ 
3420 Briardale Circle NW 

Massillon, OH 44646 
Phone: 330-837-3091  

Email: truss@sssnet.com 
 

Massillon, OH 
Massillon Boys & Girls Club 

730 Duncan Street SW 
Div: Great Lakes 

Sect: Ohio 

 
 
 

Ohio ARRL V.E. Testing Locations.. 
Reprinted with permission from the ARRL 

 
 
 
 

Date Contact Person Telephone City 
1-Oct DALE W PRITCHETT (513)769-0789 CINCINNATI 
7-Oct SCOTT FARNHAM (440)256-0320 KIRTLAND 

14-Oct JOHN W MARTINDILL (937)307-0793 HUBER HEIGHTS 
14-Oct STEVEN L STALKER (419)467-3734 MAUMEE 
14-Oct BRUCE M FERRY (330)929-2766 AKRON 
15-Oct CHARLES S HALL (216)433-3036 ELYRIA 
15-Oct ALLEN P SELLERS (740)654-8167 LANCASTER 
17-Oct LUTHER T GANTZ (419)684-7864 SANDUSKY 
18-Oct JOHN M DOUGLASS (330)799-4250 YOUNGSTOWN 
18-Oct JOHN M DOUGLASS (330)799-4250 CANFIELD 
18-Oct DAVID L WILLIAMSON (513)424-5819 MIDDLETOWN 
21-Oct RICHARD E FLETCHER (419)886-2463 MANSFIELD 
21-Oct HOWARD W FULLER (419)654-4044 ARCHBOLD 
28-Oct THOMAS L COPELAND (419)826-7401 SWANTON 
28-Oct ROBERT E HIGH (419)795-5763 VAN WERT 
28-Oct ROBERT C GAUSS (330)562-3328 BENTLEYVILLE 
29-Oct GARY L KLINE (330)837-2927 MASSILLON 
29-Oct KARL S ERBLAND (419)447-0266 TIFFIN 
31-Oct RONALD D LIEVING (330)724-5981 AKRON 
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APOLOGETIC RADIO JAMMER JACK GERRITSEN  
GETS SEVEN YEARS, FINES.. 
Reprinted with permission from the ARRL 

 
It was a day many radio amateurs in Southern California had been anticipating for a long time. On 
September 18, US District Court Judge R. Gary Klausner sentenced convicted radio jammer Jack 
Gerritsen, now 70, to seven years imprisonment and imposed $15,225 in fines on six counts -- one a 
felony -- that included willful and malicious interference with radio communications and transmitting without 

a license. Before sentencing, Gerritsen apologized to the federal government, the FCC and the local Amateur Radio 
community, which had endured the brunt of Gerritsen's on-air tirades and outright jamming. "I'm sorry, and I apologize 
to everyone here," Gerritsen told those in the courtroom, which included more than a dozen radio amateurs and 
Gerritsen's family members. Gerritsen's contrition did nothing to convince Klausner toward leniency. 
 
"How many times have you said you would not do this again?" Klausner reportedly asked Gerritsen, a repeat offender 
who served as his own attorney during his trial. "But based on your history, you come back again and again for this. I 
believe you will continue to do it, and it would send the wrong message to others, that five years is not long enough 
either!" The sentence even exceeded US District Attorney Lamar Baker's recommended 46-month sentence. Gerritsen 
could have received up to 15 years in federal prison. Sentences on all counts will run concurrently. 
 
The judge also tacked on two years' supervised probation following Gerritsen's prison term, but he recommended 
Gerritsen remain in custody during that period. Klausner further ordered Gerritsen to participate in a substance-abuse 
program. He told Gerritsen he could not identify himself by using any other means -- including his previously held 
Amateur Radio call sign KG6IRO -- than his real name, and he prohibited Gerritsen from owning, possessing or using 
any radio transmitting equipment. 
 
The FCC fielded complaints of illegal radio transmissions linked to Gerritsen for four years. According to court 
documents, the Commission's investigation and signal tracking revealed that Gerritsen transmitted both prerecorded 
messages and real-time harassment and profanity for hours at a time. He often targeted local Amateur Radio repeater 
systems, precluding their use by licensed operators, and hams were among the most vocal complainants. 
In May 2005 FBI agents, accompanied by FCC staff, arrested Gerritsen without incident and seized his radio 
equipment. Released on $250,000 bond while awaiting trial, Gerritsen remained in home detention, barred from 
possessing any radio equipment. 
 
The FCC already had fined Gerritsen $10,000 for violating its rules and the Communications Act during his reign of 
radio terror. Just days before his December 2005 trial, the Commission affirmed $42,000 in additional fines -- two 
$21,000 forfeitures. In doing so, the FCC rebuffed every argument Gerritsen offered in response to each Notice of 
Apparent Liability, including insistent "freedom of speech" claims. The government has yet to collect anything from 
Gerritsen. 
 
Following his nearly four-day trial, Gerritsen, who lives in Bell, was found guilty on a felony count of causing malicious 
interference to a communications system operated by the United States -- the US Coast Guard Auxiliary -- during a 
2004 search-and-rescue operation. He was convicted of misdemeanors for interfering with American Red Cross radio 
transmissions in early 2005 while the agency was preparing for disaster relief operations, and for causing the 
cancellation of a US Army Reserve homeland security training exercise in 2005 by interfering with US Army Military 
Affiliate Radio System (MARS) communications. He also was convicted of transmitting on Amateur Radio frequencies 
without a valid license on three separate occasions in 2003 and 2004, all misdemeanors. The jury deliberated for less 
than an hour before returning its verdict December 9. Gerritsen has been in custody ever since. 
 
 

Continued on next page..   
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APOLOGETIC RADIO JAMMER..  Continued 
  

In 2000, a state court convicted Gerritsen of interfering with a California Highway Patrol radio system and sentenced 
him to a year in prison. After his release, Gerritsen in 2001 successfully passed the Amateur Radio Technician class 
examination, filed an application and received the call sign KG6IRO. 
 
Just days later, however, the Commission realized its error -- granting a license to someone convicted of interfering 
with Public Safety radio frequencies -- and set aside the license. Claiming the FCC could not revoke his operating 
privileges without a hearing, Gerritsen continued to identify as KG6IRO in some of his transmissions. 
 
 

From Me.. 
Scott Yonally, n8sy@iarc.ws 

Hi Gang, 
 
You’re probably wondering why the supplemental addition to the monthly newsletter. 
From time to time it becomes necessary to publish an extra edition. That’s ok.. It just 
means that you get some of the latest information available. 
 
October’s meeting will be a good one for sure. Rick Swain, KK8O will be doing the 
presentation. He promises that you’ll be a part of the presentation. Now just exactly what 
Rick has up his sleeves….  I’ll let your imagine go on that one. 

 
Don’t forget, our next meeting is October 6th. Since we still have a lot of parking problems downtown, it was 
determined that we would meet at the Madison Township Hall on Expressview Drive until at least the beginning of the 
new year. For those of you who don’t know how to get there, I have a map and some quick road directions on how to 
get there on the web page. 
 
Web page news.. We are still going strong with over 80,000 hits so far this month, and the month isn’t over yet!! I don’t 
want to place too much emphasis on the hits counter. This is very subjective as to whether it indicates a person 
actually looking at the site or not.. A hit is merely a request from a person. What is important however is the amount of 
time that a person is on the web site. Our clock is showing around 3 ½ minutes per visit. That’s great, that’s a lot of 
time to look at things which is exactly what we want!!  
 
Mail boxes.. I haven’t advertised them for some time now, but the club has a lot of email boxes still available for 
members to use. These aren’t your run of the mill email boxes either. You can store 1 gig of stuff in them. That’s a lot 
of emails folks.. Do you have one?? If not, you can get one simply by being a club member in good standing and 
asking for one. Just contact me at: n8sy@iarc.ws   Notice that I have one and use it exclusively.. By the way, do you 
already have an email account? Then you could have an alias email just like the ARRL offers.. Yes, I can set that up 
as well.. The email comes to the alias and then auto forwards to your home account. This does have some advantages 
in that you never have to give your real email out to anyone.   
 
While I’m on a roll.. I might as well refresh everyone’s memory and tell you that as a member you also have a web site 
available to you. We currently have a few folks that have taken advantage of this, but we should have a lot more.. 
How’s about it, want a web site?? Again, contact me to get yours today!!   
 
Hamfest activities are already underway. If you have a desire to help out.. even if you don’t… how’s about you 
contacting Harry, K8HF or Phil, N8PA and volunteering. We need your help. There is still a lot of work to be done 
before February!! By the way, hamfest this next year is February 11th.. Setup will be February 10th around 11:30am at 
the grounds. 
 
 
 

DX News is published weekly and appears on our web site..  
Stop by the site to get the latest DX news.. 
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IARC Web Site Stats.. 
 

 
Report: Summary - iarc.ws 
Date Range: 09/01/2006 - 09/25/2006 

 
Total Sessions 5,866.00 
Total Pageviews 34,792.00 
Total Hits 80,653.00 
Total Bytes Transferred 1.60 GB 

 
Average Sessions Per Day 234.64 
Average Pageviews Per Day 1,391.68 
Average Hits Per Day 3,226.12 
Average Bytes Transferred Per Day 65.41 MB 

 
Average Pageviews Per Session 5.93 
Average Hits Per Session 13.75 
Average Bytes Per Session 285.44 KB 
Average Length of Session 00:03:36 

 
 

 
Help Information 
 
Summary 
The Summary shows totals and averages for Sessions, Pageviews, Hits, and Bytes for the 
currently selected Date Range. Visitors information is not shown here because it is only available 
when UTM visitor tracking is employed. 

Calculation Methodology 

• Session: A series of Hits to your site over a specific period of time by one visitor. 
• Pageview: A request to the web server by a visitor's browser for any web page; this 

excludes images, javascript, and other generally embedded file types. 
• Hit: Any successful request to a webserver from a visitor's browser. 
• Bytes: The quantity of network bandwidth used by the files requested during the selected 

Date Range. 

Note 
Because Bytes numbers can be very large, abbreviations are used as appropriate, such as MB 
for megabytes (~millions of bytes). The average length of Session is displayed as 
hours:minutes:seconds.  
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IARC Board of Directors 
President Phil Ackerman, N8PA n8pa 

Vice President Rob Ruth, KD8AZQ kd8azq 
Secretary Cathy Swank, KC8SNP kc8snp 
Treasurer Dean Wrasse, KB8MG kb8mg 

   
Board Member for 1 year 

John Lehman, WA8MHO wa8mho 
Board Member for 2 years 

Henry Koenig, WD8Q* wd8q 
Board Member for 3 years 

John Hudson, KC8GNO kc8gno 
Club License Trustee (Appointed) 

Harry Frietchen, K8HF* k8hf 
Repeater Trustees (Appointed) 

Dick Hensel, N8WLC* n8wlc 
Jack Weeks, K8RT* k8rt 
Bill Reese, W8WER* w8wer 

Corporate Agent (Appointed) 
Scott Yonally, N8SY n8sy 

* Denotes repeater trustee 

 

The Day of My Test.. 
By Richard L. Swain, KK8O 

 
Prior to the many changes made by the Federal Communications Commission in 
the past years that turned all FCC license testing to Volunteer Examination 
Coordinators, the exam system as a little different. Here is one Amateur Radio 
Operators experience in taking those exams. 

 
It was April 1961, 6:30 PM, on a Tuesday. I was on my way to the North Electric 
Tech Training building in down town Galion, Ohio across the street from the City 
Building. The company had sponsored Explorer Post 320 here in Galion and had 
given us a room of our own to have our meetings and work on projects in the 
building. There was also a room up one flight of stairs used as a classroom. As I walked through the down town area, I 
clutched an unopened 8 X 10 envelope I had received from the FCC, for you see sealed inside was an FCC form 610 
and a Novice class examination.  
 
I let my mind wonder a little as I walked (yes, kids walked in those days), back about three months when Mr. Bill Kealy 
started teaching the Novice (No Voice as some called it) class. He was very patient with the five of us in the class, 
making sure to answer all questions and drilling the International Morse Code in to our skulls of mush. I let my mind 
wonder back a little further about two years or so to the day when I first heard W8DQY on the 75-meter band. I was 
listening to short waves our old family Phillco radio that was now being stored in my sister's room because our TV was 
now where the radio used to be. Several days after I heard him, I discovered that there were many Ham Radio 
Operators living in Galion and could not figure why no one ever told me about this.  
 

Continued on next page..   
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The Day of My Test..  Continued 
 
While listening to the radio several days after my discovery I had heard W8CCX, W8VYH and even a ham from 
Mansfield several miles away. WOW, I was hooked! Back to reality, I was now just about a block from the building and 
my mind returned to that day as I began to question my ability to copy the code. You see if I did not copy 25 characters 
in a row, I would never know what was inside the 8X10 envelope for, you see a person had to pass the code test first 
before taking the written. In my mind I reviewed the last several days, remembering that I had been coping almost 10 
words per minute on Sid Emmons' code tape machine. The very same machine he had used just a few months before!  
 
Well, here I am, now entering the door of the Tech Training Center. I said hi to Sid, K8ZES, Denny Popa, K8QMC 
Homer Nigh, K8RLY, Roger Blashfield, (can't remember his call) Charlie Walker, Richard Shelquest and Bill Aplas. As 
I started the long climb up the stairs Bill Kealy came in the door with all of his books and a code practice oscillator. 
WHAT WILL HAPPEN NOW! I was beckoned back down to the meeting room for a short Explorer Post business 
meeting that lasted about 20 minutes. My mind was not on the business. I was creating code in my head and going 
over every electronic and radio fact I had ever been taught. Finally, Sid (the Post Advisor) said "Ok everybody keep it 
down tonight, we have one taking a Novice test upstairs and we don't need the extra noise." I started back up to the 
second floor with all my stuff. FCC envelope, pad of paper, three pencils and a pen. Oh yes, a $3.00 slide rule I had 
purchased from one of the teachers at the Junior High School. Bill took the envelope from me, set up the equipment 
and asked if I were ready to begin. I said yes, and he told me to come to where he was sitting and adjusted the 
oscillator to the pitch and volume I liked. I went back to my seat, took out all my pencils and my pen, put them on the 
table in front of me and waited for him to start. Bill said in a solemn tone," Ready? Here we go".  "Dit dit dit dah, dit dit 
dit dah, dit dit dit dah" ………. he sent three "Vs" and we were off!  
 
For the next five minutes he had my entire undivided attention. I heard nothing else in the room; unless you count my 
heart pounding away and even that gave way to the 800-cycle cw note my ears were hearing. Slowly I marked the 
letters down on my paper and after what seamed to be an eternity it all stopped.  Bill said, "Ok give me your paper", 
and when I got up to walk to him I noticed for the first time that I had an audience. Behind me a few feet away were 
Roger, Denny and Homer who had already passed their General exam. I suddenly got a little embarrassed. As Bill 
graded my CW receiving test I looked at the other boys and wondered what they would say if I failed. Bill broke the 
silence by saying, "Ok, sit down and send this to me", as he handed me a piece of paper that had several words 
written on it. You see, the test was only one third of the way finished. Back then you not only had to pass a CW 
receiving test but sending as well. Now if he didn't like the way I sent code, I was done. I would never know the 
contents of the envelope that the FCC sent to me. I sent about 10 complete words at over 10 words per minute and he 
told me to stop. "What did I do wrong?" I said. "Nothing, you just have sent enough", he replied. It was at that point that 
the guys in the back said something for the first time. "All right! Way to go"and "awe he just gave it to you" I heard them 
say.  
 

I got a big smile on my face as Bill handed me the written test papers, saying, "Read 
the instructions, mark the answer sheet and when you are finished give all your 
papers to me." "You other guys go back down to the other room". It took about 20 
minutes for me to answer all the questions on the written test, and I did as Bill had told 
me, giving him all of my papers. He had me sign the form 610, stuffed it in a different 
envelope, sealed it and said to me, " Drop this off at the post office on your way 
home". "You will hear from the FCC in about six weeks".  SIX WEEKS! HOW WOULD 
I EVER SURVIVE? Wasn't he going to tell me if I passed? So I asked him. He said 
that he was only permitted to tell me that my code was ok". "The written was up to the 
FCC and it would be a violation of the rules for him to tell me anything".  
 
Well!!!!!! I thought all my worries would be over tonight. As everybody knows by now I 
did pass the exam and was issued the call sign KN8AIT that arrived in my mailbox in 

June of that year. The summer was spent mostly in my bedroom sending and receiving Morse code all hours of the 
day and night, but that is another story. Look for the next installment "A Long Six Weeks" or "All Things in Due Time". 
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Intercity Amateur Radio Club Minutes 
September 8, 2006 

 
The meeting was called to order by President Phil Ackerman N8PA and was followed by a round 
of self-introductions. 
 
Due to recent issues, Phil altered the order of the meeting and elected to address the issues first. 
He selected the following format: Jay N8GNL, Brandon KD8BOR, Rob KD8AZQ and Danny 

KB8STK would have five minutes to address their concerns and after them the Board members and anyone from the 
floor would have 3 minutes to make their comments. Jim KA8WSE volunteered to be the time keeper. 
 
The following is a brief summary of each person’s comments to the best of this reporting officer’s ability to keep up and 
record the comments. 
 
Brandon KC8BOR – declined to comment. 
 
Danny KB8STK – stated that he was asked by several new members at the field day activities were all the board 
members and officers of the club were. Then they heard N8PA on the air. Can the ARES fund be put back in as a line 
item in the budget? He noted that $611 was used to buy a new computer for ARES. He noted that people won’t donate 
to ARES if it goes into the general fund of the club. 
 
Jay KC8GNL – ARES funding and donations need to be tracked, so we need a line item in the budget. He questioned 
whether the by-laws really allow for the Vice President to move up to President or whether when any officer resigns it 
becomes an open office subject to an election. He suggested a committee be put together to go over the by-laws to 
look for problems and clarify the language that is too open-ended. 
 
RobKD8AZQ – He stated that he expressed his views on what he has observed as problems within the club over the 
last year or so in an article in Airwaves. He felt that the Airwaves being pulled from the website and replaced with an 
edited and abbreviated version was censorship. Also there should have been executive board representation at the 
field day activities. 
 
Mark KC8MKL (and IKE) – There is so much knowledge in this club and he looks up to everyone and depends on their 
help with his hobby. He has been amazed at the things that have happened with this club, and to please just get along 
and; get them worked out amicably.  
 
John K8PJ – He came up from Columbus for Field Day and this year was totally different. Officers and executive 
members should have been active and not set up your own field day. 
 
Gino K8YPZ – It would have been the proper thing to do, and maybe common courtesy, but nothing says that they 
have to be there. Is there a problem with sending Airwaves out in a personal email like before? (Phil and Scott 
explained that the newsletter became too big to do this). 
 
Melody KD8CWI – It seems like our club is not just one club, but separate fractions. Need to get together and be one 
club and do things together. Put health and welfare on the membership page on website. (Comment was made that 
the HIPPA laws prevent this). 
 
Phil N8PA- I’ve gotten over the comments from the 4 gentlemen in the newsletter giving me Hell (sic) and the 
comment about Health and welfare I took as a personal attack on my wife, but I got over that one too. If you don’t call 
and inform her about someone, then a card can’t be sent. It takes impute form everyone. John and I decided that the 
same people were running field day every year. So we decided to step back and see what the younger ones could do. 
I asked Danny to run it for IARC. He asked where the 100 members of IARC were. I ask where the 133members of 
ARES were. I’ve ran 14 field days since 1984. (Time ran out) 
 
Scott N8SY – We got 437,746 hits on our webpage last month where we “aired our dirty laundry”. A meeting is the 
place to do this and air our grievances. Rob accused me of tampering with his email accounts which is impossible. 
 

Continued on next page..   
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Minutes   Continued 
 
Harry –K8HF – trustee of W8WE – Was Florida with his family during field day. As to Airwaves, maybe we can put a 
letter to the editor section on the member’s only page. Put a separate line item in the budget for ARES. 
 
John Lehman – feels an apology is owed to the “newbie’s” for not showing up at field day. Scott should have contacted 
someone from the board before pulling the Airwaves. 
 
Dean Wrasse – Wasn’t aware of the money for ARES because it was under Sue and Maser at one time. Scott helped 
transfer from two banks to one. Can put a line back in. Health and Welfare – need to set up a call chain like some 
churches that have prayer chains. Also need to get younger people on the board. 
 
Henry WD8Q – I’m getting tired too. I have only missed a few meetings and only a couple of field days. Need to keep 
working together and resolve our differences. 
 
John KC8GNO – ARES needs to go knocking on doors and get people involved especially for special events. 
 
Phil then addressed some of the questions and comments with actions: 
 

1. Asked for a chairperson for a by-laws committee to put together changes and run by the executive 
committee. Jay will chair with KC8YKU, KC8MKL, K8PJ, KB8RYA and N8CJS on the committee. 

2. Danny will be given a check for $611.00 for the ARES fund. We are a 501 3c and are sheltering this 
money that isn’t ours. They need to pick up the old corporation and have their own checking. 

3. Newsletter – when Brandon moved it to his website, he was probably in violation of copyright laws.  Scott 
Yonally has taken over again as editor and the newsletter will go back to its original length and format. 

4. Hamfest – job openings. A list was read and jobs attempted to be filled. A list will follow. 
5. Need a program chairman and committee beginning in January. 
6. Need a club historian 
7. Need someone to video all future meetings and especially the programs if we are going to do ATV. 

 
Motion to approve the minutes as printed was made by Jim KA8WSE and seconded by Dick N8CJS.  
 
The treasurer needed to leave so there was no treasurer’s report. 
 
Health and Welfare – card to Barb Koenig 
 
ARES – Oct. 10 – Fall ‘n’ Leaf.  The Individual Center for Family Services is putting in a ham radio station and 2 
outposts. They have 10 people ready to take classes. The weekend class would be best. 
 
Rob KD8AZQ – was approached by John Hildreth to issue us rain gauges to be put throughout the county.  
 
VE testing – the last test was held in June instead of July because of the new tech questions taking effect in July. Next 
test is Oct. 21st. 
 
Membership – John KC8GNO – two new members – Noah Hamilton and Brian Gray. 
 
Hamfest – Phil and some of the board of directors went through the Mid Ohio Educational building on 4th street as a 
possible future sight for the hamfest. It has possibilities – cheaper, no security issues, no parking fees, etc. but we 
would have to down size to do it.  
 
Meeting Site – will meet here at Madison through December and if no other place can be found, we will stay here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued on next page..   
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Minutes   Continued 
 
 
Danny will get the field day log to Harry Frietchen. 
 
Nominations chairman Jim KA8WSE announced that Danny Bailey and Rob Ruth were candidates for Vice President. 
Both spoke prior to the balloting. The election was held and Rob Ruth KD8AZQ is the new Vice President. 
 
Motion to adjourn was made by Harry K8HF and seconded by Brandon KD8BOR. 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Cathy Swank KC8SNP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Back to the main page..   

http://www.iarc.ws



